Abstract. For a normal bounded operator A in a Hilbert space, a normal and diagonal perturbed operator A + Y is constructed in such a way that ||y|| p < e for a given e > 0, p > 2 and PYP -0 for a given finite-dimensional orthogonal projection P.
Introduction and main results
Let A be any normal operator in a Hilbert space H. For example, A can be given as an integral operator in 1/2(0,1) with a kernel K(x,y). For a number of theoretical and computational problems, it is natural to use a perturbed operator A + Y such that
a + Y = Y,
with Aj G C and {e t } being an orthonormal system in H, = (•, e,)e,-, i.e., A + Y is a diagonal operator. Moreover, one usually requires that Y be small in a metric as strong as possible. Thus the requirement that ||Y"|| 2 < £ or ||F|| p < e (for a Schatten norm || • || p ,p > 1) is more desirable than ||Y|| < e. A number of monographs can be recommended: [1] , [3] .
On other hand, some vectors in H can be especially important and the approximation A + Y of A should be exact on these vectors. For example, it could be important that Yx k = 0 for some monomials x,x 2 , ...,x n . As a partial solution of the problem of such an approximation we shall prove the following. (ii) PYP = 0; 0") \\Y\\ p < eFor a selfadjoint operator A, the approximation described in the theorem was shown in [2] . The case of any normal operator A is more complicated. As a preparation, we need the construction of a perturbation Y such that A + Y is a normal operator with (A -f Y)T = XQT for an orthogonal projection T of an arbitrary finite dimension and ||Y|| < S for any given 6 > 0, p > 1, cf. Lemma 2.1. Then we can obtain the following result which seems to be quite interesting. 
Then our main result 1.1 can be obtained by using the following (partial case) of the Voiculescu theorem. 
The present form of Theorem 1.1 is not satisfactory mostly because we have not obtained the equality YP = 0 (but only PYP = 0). We also do not know if the Schatten norm || • || p for p = 2 can be used in Theorem 1.2 and in the main result Theorem 1.1.
The problem of approximating of one normal operator is obviously a special case of the approximation of a system of commuting selfadjoint operators Ai,..., A n , cf. Voiculescu papers [4] , [5] . Anyway, the main difficulties can be explained for n -2 and we discuss just this case in our paper. Proof. Let Uj be a partial isometry satisfying Tj = U* Uj, Tj±\ = UjUJ. Denote We shall prove (2 
Remark. P,T be orthogonal projections satisfying P < T, 5dimP < dimT. For any operator A satisfying A = PAP, there exists a normal operator satisfying

PFP = A,
TF + FT = T, ||F|| < 4||vl||.
Proof. The construction of F can be done in a number of ways. We suggest the use of the Naymark dilation theorem in a Hilbert space K = PH. We can assume that operators A for some Ci > 0, ||Ci|| < p||, i = 1,2,3,4. Thus C 5 > 0 for C 5 = 4||A||ltf-(Ci + C\ + Cz + Ci). Let a dilation K of K and projections Pi,..., P5 be given by the Naymark theorem in such a way that Ci = A\\A\\KPi/K where K is an orthogonal projection in K onto the subspace K. Now, it is enough to identify the space K with the subspace PH + TH and to denote F = 4||A||(Pi -P 2 + i{P 3 -P 4 )). 
, (viii) (B + Y + Z)T = T(B + Y + Z).
Proof. One can find a decreasing subset Uj in U(a,f3,£) satisfying ^o € pi Uj for some Ao, such that E(Uj) are infinite-dimensional projections.
By induction, some mutually orthogonal projections Tj < E(Uj) can be taken in such a way that dim Tj -6 dim P and (5), (2)).
Let Ti=T' + T" for orthogonal projections T',T"; dimT' = 5dimP, dim T" = dim P. By Remark 2.2 ,(3i,(2M)-l ) )H and for an orthogonal
